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TWB  #822 – “Giving Back” 

 

      This week’s TWIB was all about Major League Baseball “giving back” through a 

variety of charities and community service. Daily, we see players perform as superstars on 

the field, but what we don’t see is the volunteerism demonstrated off the field. Players 

help their communities by visiting hospitals and giving their time to bring smiles to the 

faces of children. This show was all about players lending aid to their communities and 

those less fortunate individuals. 

       Philadelphia Phillies shortstop Jimmy Rollins gives back through The Major League 

Baseball Player’s Trust -- a charitable foundation operated by MLB players -- and it’s 

action team youth volunteers’ program that is designed to encourage children to read.  

San Francisco Giants pitcher Barry Zito has his own foundation, “Strikeouts for Troops,” 

that is designed to raise money for those wounded in war.   

Educational theme: As ordinary citizens, athletes are very appreciative of being blessed 

to play professionally, so they see community service as an opportunity to give back. 

Community service is invaluable to the health and welfare of a culture. 

Educational theme: Using one’s celebrity -- their fame or renown -- is a most honorable 

and generous way to help the less fortunate people in a community. It is a star's method of 

showing they appreciate the community that supports them. 

 

“Act Two”: TWIB looked back at five moments when MLB players reached out to their 

communities. Jose Vidro brought joy to children with cancer in Puerto Rico.   Numerous 

players participate with The Boys and Girls Clubs of America.   Curt Schilling of the 

Boston Red Sox met with wounded military personnel at the U.S. Army’s Walter Reed 

Hospital in Washington, DC. Cardinal slugger Albert Pujols annually hosts a charitable 

golf tournament to help fight Downs Syndrome. 

       And finally, the Baseball Assistance Team, which was created in 1986 to aid former 

players in need, reached out to former New York Mets catcher Barry Lyons, who lost 

everything when Hurricane Katrina ravaged the Gulf Coast. B.A.T. knew the catastrophic 

nature of Katrina and quickly came to help Barry and his family.  

       For TWIB’s weekly flashback they showed how 20 years ago, Hall of Famer Dave 

Winfield, reached out through The Dave Winfield Foundation, which began as a free 

ticket program for needy children, then expanded into an anti-drug abuse program. 

Educational theme: Charity is sometimes demonstrated lovingly. One type of love is 

called, “agape.” Agape is superabundant love for others. Another is “philia” or the 

brotherly love that benefits others. 

 

“Pitch, Hit and Run”: The answer to the TWIBIA question was catcher Johnny Estrada, 

the catcher holding the record for the most at bats without a triple (almost 2000). 

       The Clutch Performer of the Month candidates for August were announced. The 

nominees are Arizona Diamondbacks pitcher Brandon Webb, Detroit Tiger Carlos 

Guillen, LA Angel Garret Anderson, New York Yankees pitcher Andy Pettitte, San Diego 



Padres pitcher Jake Peavy, and Atlanta Braves third baseman Chipper Jones. The winner 

is voted on by the fans. 

Educational theme: Much of the fun and excitement for fans and players is trivia. Trivia 

is often the source of baseball lore and legend.  The documentation of minutia sometimes 

becomes the standard for measuring accomplishment and achievement. 

Educational theme: Voting is one of the rights and responsibilities of democracy. 

Children are encouraged to exercise this fundamental right that may carry on into 

adulthood. Habits begun early often lead into lifelong behaviors.  

 

“Front Row Fans”: The name Roberto Clemente still evokes visions of baseball played 

at its highest level. But Roberto was also a humanitarian who perished while delivering 

supplies to earthquake victims in Nicaragua. To keep his legacy alive, MLB has bestowed 

a yearly “Roberto Clemente Award” on a player selected for his character and 

contributions to the community. Some of the game’s greatest players have been honored 

including Hall of Famers Ozzie Smith and Cal Ripken, Jr. Now, for the first time fans 

will make the selection by voting on line. 

Educational theme: Everyone has a role model, including MLB players. There is never a 

choice to be a role model, but there is a choice to select one. In this case, many players 

have chosen the great Roberto Clemente. Children too will make a choice, either positive 

or negative. 

Educational theme: Character is the true measure of a man. Character is far more 

important than reputation. Reputation is who others think you are, while character is who 

you really are. Sometimes children are over concerned by what others think, rather than 

respecting themselves for doing the right thing. 

 

“How „bout that!”: Once again this traditional TWIB segment featured the most 

amazing plays and highlights of the week. This time we saw an inside-the-park home run; 

a triple play; infielders making incredible diving catches and strong throws; outfielders 

leaping, diving and crashing into fences to make spectacular catches; long home runs; 

courageous sacrifice bunts; and a humorous juggling catch.   

Educational theme: The artistic value in sport can be found in the beauty, grace and 

rhythmic movements of elite MLB players. The aesthetic qualities of a well-executed play 

enhance the appreciation and enjoyment of baseball.  

Educational theme: Sports pedagogy involves the documentation of the effort, 

biomechanics, strategy and mental components of sport. Once children have carefully 

watched elite athletic skill, it can be better comprehended and then repeated.  

Educational theme: To be physically educated children, must be taught and learn a 

multitude of athletic skills and movements. 
 


